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Initially based on the smaller Prince Skyline , the Gloria line was merged with Nissan Cedric
starting with models and both continued until , when they were both replaced by Nissan Fuga.
Glorias were sold at Nissan Prince Shop dealerships that were formerly affiliated with the Prince
company; when Nissan assumed operations, Glorias were sold along with the Nissan Skyline.
The Prince G engine was used in the Gloria until It was inspired by the Latin word " Glory ". The
Prince Automobile Manufacturers, previously known as Fuji Precision Industry, released a
modification of their Prince Skyline with a more luxurious approach, and modified exterior sheet
metal, at the All Japan Automobile Show, after the Tokyo Motor Show and the Skyline
exhibition, in October Reflecting popular appearances found in North America, the Gloria used a
styling feature on the front bumper, called " Dagmar bumpers ". Th side trim was similar to the
Skyline, except the chrome-framed painted strip ends at the rear door instead of the back of the
car. The other side of the painted section is painted the same color as the car and inside this
section is a "Prince Gloria" badge. Inside the Gloria used the same dashboard as the Skyline,
but a clock and radio were standard. The radio featured two speakers, a new idea for the time.
The seats were similar but were trimmed in a plush cloth fabric. The rear seat featured a fold
down armrest. According to the article found in Japanese Wikipedia , the Gloria got its name as
a tribute when the first series BLSI sedan was presented to the then Crown Prince Akihito, the
future Emperor of Japan, and Princess Michiko as an anniversary gift after one year of marriage.
Previously, the Crown Prince was also presented with the first Prince Sedan earlier. The front
end was modified with quad headlights and although the grille opening remained the same, the
grille itself was changed, with six thick horizontal bars replacing the 13 thin horizontal bars. The
rear end was completely redesigned; the tail lights were moved low to just above the rear
bumper. The tail fins were capped off with stainless steel trim that ran from one fin, down under
the trunk lid opening and back up the fin on the other side. The trunk lid featured a "Prince"
badge and a "Gloria" badge to the right of it. The panel between the tail lights was covered in
metal trim. The front end was changed slightly, with the "PRINCE" grille letters removed and
instead a Prince badge on the left front side of the hood. The suspension used double wishbone
and coil springs in the front, and De Dion setup in the back. Later in , Prince introduced the
second generation, "S40" Gloria. The same engine was used in the Gloria 6 Estate and in a
commercial delivery van called "Gloria 6 Wagon". A prototype of the second generation Gloria
had many design similarities to the Chevrolet Corvair , and Hino Contessa , but the production
version was completely redesigned. This Gloria also made it into export markets, for instance
going on sale in Finland in April On October at the 9th All-Japan Auto show, the 2. Its
introduction preceded the Summer Olympics held later in October. This vehicle included
electric power windows and the 2. This was the first Gloria that was no longer regarded as a
compact sedan under Japanese vehicle classification regulations due to the engine
displacement exceeding two litres. In the S series was introduced. The exterior remained the
same from the S models, except the grille which had bigger rectangular slots. At the same time
Prince merged with Nissan and because of this the badges were changed. In non-Asian markets
the cars were sold as the Prince B Many cars featured a small "Nissan" badge on the back. The
data tag in the engine compartment mentioned both Prince and Nissan. The Super Gloria was
sold in export markets as the Prince B The S series continued to use the low compression
version of the G-7 engine and the S continued to use the G engine. The four cylinder engine was
dropped. The Gloria was the first Prince to be assembled outside Japan when New Zealand
importer Croyden Motors contracted Steel Brothers Addington to assemble an initial units from
CKD kits at a new 1,unit factory specially built for the job. April saw a restyle of the bodywork,
and all Prince vehicles were now known as Nissan but the A30 Gloria was officially registered
as "Prince" to the Government. The former Prince company, now integrated into Nissan
operations, was given the task of designing the Nissan Prince Royal , to be used by the Imperial
Household , and thus presented a special version of the Gloria which had a similar appearance
to the previous Prince Royal. The styling of this generation namely, the stacked headlights
appears to have been inspired by contemporary Cadillacs and Pontiacs. While the side mimic
the styling Ford Galaxies of the era. Vehicles designated as the Super Deluxe, the Super 6 and
Van Deluxe had the 6-cylinder engine, whereas the Standard and Van Standard used the
4-cylinder engine. Later the Super Deluxe GL became the top trim level. Due to the Gloria and
Cedric being combined to save on production costs, the De Dion axle previously used by the
Prince Gloria was downgraded to a solid rear axle with leaf springs. Disc brakes for the front
wheels were added to the options list. With the introduction of the fourth generation in , the
Gloria model was merged with its former competitor, the Nissan Cedric , to become the Nissan
Gloria. This name was also used in some export markets instead of the Cedric or C moniker.
The Prince dealership network that sold the Gloria was renamed Nissan Prince Store , and the
Gloria took the top level vehicle offered at Nissan Prince , while the Nissan Skyline became the

junior model. A total of Prince and Nissan Glorias were built in NZ [Assembly, Mark Webster, , p]
which corresponds to the annual low-volume import licence allocation of CKD units a year
under government policy of the time. Starting with this generation in February , the Cedric and
Gloria were essentially the same vehicle, with the Gloria being more upscale than the Cedric.
The hood ornament is a stylized version of the Japanese Paper Crane Orizuru. The primary
differences are the hood, radiator grille, taillights and wheel covers. This generation saw Nissan
use the " coke bottle styling " appearance, shared with other s Nissan products. The front of the
vehicle shares some visual appearances with the â€” Mercury Marquis. The four-cylinder is the
Hseries OHV engine, with the 6-cylinder engine using the L20 twin carburetor, sourced from
manufacturer SU carburetor. The SD20 was the first time a diesel engine was offered in a Gloria.
October saw the 2. This generation of the Gloria has been completely shared with the Cedric,
essentially being the same vehicle, aside from changes in appearance. Halogen headlights are
introduced to the Gloria, along with both a 2-door and 4-door hardtop body style, in addition to
a 4-door sedan. Twin carburetors are removed from the L20 4-cylinder, due to emission
regulations. The 2. June saw cosmetic changes, with halogen headlights being used on all
versions except the sedan used for taxi service. Wheel covers are now painted to match the
exterior body color. June saw the introduction of the E Brougham at the top of the options list.
The SD22 2. Column shift is replaced with a floor-mounted system on the 4-door hardtop.
November saw another emissions adjustment. Radial tires are introduced. June saw a
completely redesigned Nissan Gloria with assistance with Pininfarina , with a more simple and
straightforward appearance over the previous generation, and exchanging the single unit
halogen headlights with 4 sealed beam headlight units. Computer-controlled fuel injection was
added to more engines offered, with the "E" designation signifying fuel injection. The 2-door
hardtop coupe was discontinued and replaced with the luxury sports coupe Nissan Leopard.
The Standard Sedan and Van were discontinued April October , the 6-cylinder LD28 diesel was
added with the automatic transmission selector moved from column shift to a floor-mounted
system. December was when the first turbo L20ET was introduced, [ citation needed ]. February
saw the LD28 6-cylinder offered with a 5-speed manual transmission installed with a
floor-mounted shifter, but leaving the column shift for the 4-speed manual transmission. Later
in April of that same year the Turbo Brougham appeared. A glass moonroof was also offered on
SGL-F models. In April both models get redesignation of the front grille, headlamp cluster, tail
lamp, and "C Pillar" trim. In order to avoid confusion between the 6th gen Gloria and Cedric
both these cars had identical body design and headlights for the model Nissan gave both
models different radiator grilles; vertical grilles for the Cedric and a horizontal grille for the
Gloria. June 4, saw a major restyle of the previous generation for all versions of the Gloria.
Sedans used for taxi service utilized four round headlights whereas other versions upgraded to
European style halogen headlights. This was the first, mass production V6 engine built in
Japan. The VG20ET was turbocharged , for better performance while staying within the
Japanese tax parameters for a compact car. The twin-carbureted four-cylinder CA20S engine
was fitted to the lowest-spec versions standard, De Luxe. The Jack Nicklaus special edition,
introduced with the previous edition, was a sales success for the company and continued to be
offered as a hardtop and only with a turbocharged engine. Electronic adaptive self-levelling air
suspension also appeared in June For the four-door hardtop, the front driver and passenger
seat belt shoulder strap was connected at the top to the ceiling, however, the upper portion
could be detached, with the shoulder strap resting on the driver's and passenger's shoulder so
that rear passengers could have an unobstructed view from the rear seat without the seat belt
hanging from the ceiling. The upper part would then swing up to the ceiling and could be
fastened into place. June saw mild exterior changes, with the biggest mechanical change being
a variable nozzle for the VG20ET turbocharged engine. Export versions usually received the
diesel sixes or the three-liter six-cylinder engines, although there was also a version with the
four-cylinder 2. The Y31 sedan was introduced in After this generation, Glorias were only
available to private customers in four-door hardtop guise. June saw a special-edition Gloria
intended for parade usage. The four-speed automatic transmission is now computer controlled
for smoother shifts. The transmission now exclusively uses a floor-mounted gear shifter, and a
five-speed manual transmission was still available. The rear suspension was upgraded to
multi-link independent setup. There was also a long wheelbase model built by Autech. The Gran
Turismo received more sport-oriented styling, adding a youthful appearance, which found new,
younger, buyers. The sedan version of the Y31 was rebodied at the launch of the Y The Gloria is
mechanically related to the Crew , although the former is larger. The Gloria competed for buyers
with related Nissan vehicles that shared platforms used for the Gloria, specifically, the Nissan
Cima , Nissan Leopard and the Nissan Cedric , as well as other sport-oriented vehicles, such as
the Nissan Cefiro , Nissan Skyline and Nissan Laurel. The Gloria Y31 can be distinguished from

its sibling, the Cedric Y31 by the taillights at the back. Unlike its sibling, the Gloria has not
received a new body. June saw a special-edition Gloria built for parade usage. The sedan
remains with unchanged body appearance and is still in production currently. Private Glorias
are now only available in 4-door hardtop guise. The 4-speed automatic transmission is now
computer controlled for smoother shifts. The transmission now exclusively uses a floor
mounted gear shifter, and a 5-speed manual transmission is still available. This generation was
introduced June , and was offered as a sedan; a center "B" pillar was added to improve vehicle
solidity, and improve crash worthiness, but is obscured behind side window glass and
frameless side windows. The VG series engine continues to be offered with the 5-speed
computer-controlled automatic transmission, with the 4-speed offered with the RD28 diesel
engine. A manual transmission is no longer offered. Popularity of the Nissan Cima is beginning
to affect sales of the Gloria, as sales are not as high as in past generations. The Y33 series
Nissan Gloria is given a body restyle and introduced June The diesel RD28 is now only available
with a 4-speed transmission. June saw the release of the final version of the Gloria, with design
assistance from Porsche. Direct Injection is introduced on all engines with the "DD"
designation. January 7, saw Autech release a 40th anniversary edition of the Gloria. Production
of the Gloria ended after 46 years of production, and was replaced by the Nissan Fuga in
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Nissan Sunny is an automobile built by the Japanese automaker Nissan from to In the early s,
the brand changed from Datsun to Nissan in line with other models by the company. Although
production of the Sunny in Japan ended in , the name remains in use in the Chinese market for
a rebadged version of the Nissan Latio. In North America, the later models were known as the
Nissan Sentra ; in Mexico, the Sunny is known as the Nissan Tsuru , which is Japanese for the
bird species " crane ". Earlier versions through at least the B11 series were subcompact cars.
All Sunnys through the model year except as noted below used Nissan A engine motors. It was
designed to compete with the Toyota Corolla. The "Sunny" name has been used on other
Nissan models, notably various export versions of the Nissan Pulsar model line. The Sunny has
been imported and later manufactured worldwide under numerous names, and body styles, in
economical, luxury and performance packages. Some configurations appear to be unique based
on bodystyle appearances, but sharing a common platform. The Sunny was sold in Japan at a
dedicated dealership sales channel called Nissan Satio Store , and rebadged versions later
appeared at the other Japanese networks. The Sunny was an all-new product built on a
dedicated platform called the "B" series that benefited from Nissan's production of small cars
since before the war and combined engineering efforts from newly acquired Aichi
Manufacturing that met the goals set by Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry "
national car " program. These were available in both a "Standard" and "Deluxe" version,
featuring drum brakes, conventional leaf springs at the rear and wishbone type independent
front end. The front end used a single transverse leaf spring. In Japan the car was sold at a
dealership sales channel established just for the Sunny, called Nissan Satio Store The Sunny
was introduced in the same year as the Toyota Corolla and Subaru In December , Nissan held a
national campaign in Japan to name its newest product in a mail-in ballot, and after receiving
over eight million submissions, the name Sunny was chosen after having been suggested 3,
times and was announced on 19 February by Yoshisuke Ayukawa , Nissan Motors founder. The
model, introduced in October , added to the lineup the four-door sedan B10 in both DeLuxe and
Standard form. The range of factory options and accessories was by this time vast. The engine

displacement was kept below 1. It introduced a new approach for Nissan in the s where all
mainstream products shared a similar appearance, as demonstrated in the larger Nissan
President and Nissan Bluebird. It was well equipped, and was available only in the Deluxe level
of trim. The Australian Deluxe model came standard with many inclusions that were available
only as options in the Japanese model. July saw the release of the slightly different
cosmetically model year , which left the model year run at only nine months. No additional
models were added, and production ceased in December , cutting the model year run at only six
months. The Datsun Sunny truck debuted in February and was the light commercial truck
variation of the B10 passenger models. The introduction of a pickup truck based on the Sunny
gave Nissan Saito Store and Nissan Cherry Store Japanese dealerships the opportunity to sell a
commercial vehicle that was originally only offered at Nissan Bluebird Store. The series Datsun
Truck shared its platform with the Datsun Bluebird , plus the larger Nissan Junior sharing an
engine with the Nissan Cedric ; Nissan decided to duplicate the success it had with a
Bluebird-based pickup truck for the new Sunny platform. The Sunny truck dimensions were in
compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations and the small displacement
engines reduced the annual road tax obligation. The B20 used the same wheelbase and running
gear as does the Datsun Sunny VB10 van, and shared its dimensions. The second-generation
Sunny was launched in and was also known as the Datsun This new model was slightly larger in
all dimensions to match its market rival, the equally popular Toyota Corolla. The Datsun
featured MacPherson strut front suspension with optional disc brakes and an economical 1. A
five-door station wagon was added to the Sunny range in addition to the three-door wagon. In
January a minor facelift occurred in the Japanese market with a new hood, grille and other small
modifications and equipment fitting. In August the GX-5 model was added in Japan, which
improved on the GX by fitting a direct-fifth non-overdrive five-speed manual transmission. For
the model year, US models were re-specified with energy-absorbing bumpers, fire-resistant
interiors and other government-mandated safety items. The B made its racing debut at the Fuji
mile race on 23 November in the TS class, a class dominated by the Toyota Corolla ; only one
works Nissan challenged Toyota yielding a victory for driver Makoto Suzuki. In Australia and
New Zealand, the Datsun was highly regarded for its effectiveness as a rally car. The Datsun
generally rated highest among entry-level Datsuns, and the a close second. In South Africa, the
B was sold through Over , were sold to customers who appreciated the rugged rear-wheel-drive
design. The was popular in New Zealand, where it was contract-assembled at a two factories
sedans at Campbell Industries in Thames; three-door wagons at Motor Holdings, Waitara. A
small number of Deluxe sedans and more numerous coupes were imported from Japan. The car
remained in NZ production well into as Nissan NZ was unsure how the public would react to the
oddly styled Y successor. In the UK the Datsun was the first Japanese car to sell in large
numbers, being the company's best seller there when its sales soared from just over 6, cars in
to more than 30, a year later. The Y model, launched there in the autumn of , helped take the
brand from strength to strength, as did the smaller Cherry models. It was well equipped for its
price with disc brakes and reclining front seats. This model established Datsun as the top
Japanese exporter of cars to the United Kingdom. In North America US and Canada , there were
an average of just over 44, Datsun s sold each year for three model years, â€” The engine
position was retained in the same position as the original A-series engine which further
assisted the handling even though the engine was heavier. No changes were necessary to the
firewall. Wheels magazine drove this car on the race track. The B commercial truck debuted in
February , based on the B passenger car chassis. Initially it used the same stainless steel grille
as the sedan, and the rectangular gauges of the Standard model Bs. Both regular B and
long-bed GB models were offered. After the car series ceased production the B continued. In
certain markets such as South Africa, the B was actually badged as the "Y" and sold as part of
the updated Y range. Also notable was a change to upscale round instrumentation. The B was
particularly successful in South Africa, where it was known as a bakkie. In , for instance, it was
the most sold commercial vehicle of any type there. It received a very mild facelift in , with a
new grille and taillight treatment, as well as interior upgrades. Prominent among changes was a
switch from round headlights to rectangular ones along with a new grille to accommodate this
change. However other significant changes included:. The Sunny Truck was sold in South
Africa for a total of 37 years after having been launched there in The B variation, with 1. The
Bakkie saw many changes in its long career. The main ones were a five-speed manual gearbox,
power assisted disc brakes, and a roof height extension to accommodate taller South Africans.
A major departure for the Nissan bakkie is that the new model is front-wheel drive FWD ,
whereas the original was rear-wheel drive RWD â€” a major selling point of the vehicle in South
Africa where it was the only RWD bakkie in its class for many years. A long-standing marketing
credo was "put the power where the load is". Exported as the Datsun Y and Datsun B in North

America , the third generation â€” Sunny was extremely popular as it debuted during the oil
crisis. It was first shown on 1 May in Japan, as the 1. The wagon and van were not offered in
North America. In , Japan models were fitted with emission control technology, called Nissan
NAPS to be in compliance with Japanese Government emission control regulations enforced
that year. The related Sunny Excellents continued until as PB models, at first fitted with a 1.
Other markets continued with the more tightly fitted chrome bumpers. In most markets, the B
line featured as the only engine option a re-designed A12 engine. As usual for Japan, the wagon
three- and five-door models alike was marketed as a van for commercial use, where it was only
available with the lowest-powered 1. The van, in its lowest standard equipment level, came
equipped with a three-speed manual gearbox with a column-mounted shift lever. B is the
chassis code for the minor facelift of the B, introduced in February It included a changed grille
and other minor changes, such as new wing mirrors and hubcaps. The most important
differences were under the hood, where the engines had been upgraded to meet Japan's
emissions standards. The Excellent's chassis code changed from PB to GB and was now
considered a trim-level option for the regular B rather than a separate model. Although regular
production in Japan as well as sales in most countries ended in late for the model year , the B
series continued to be produced by Nissan South Africa through The van models were not
replaced until later. The Datsun B continued to be the fuel-economy leader in North America and
it was one of the least expensive cars available. This was in part due to the light metal; small
A13 or A14 engine with OHV technology and a very basic vinyl interior used in its construction.
Introduced for with a 1. The "Datsun Honeybee" was a special edition consisting mostly of
appearance parts. Nonetheless, the Honeybee is now considered a collector's car among
Datsun enthusiasts. US-market models were fitted with these A-series engines years given are
model years :. SCTA records. It eventually assembled some cars in a temporary CKD plant in
the Auckland suburb of Mount Roskill, before the new plant in Wiri was completed later in the
decade. The Y was assembled from kits in Melbourne, Australia and boasted disc brakes
although not power assisted , alternator, 4 speed gearbox, radial tyres, radio and mud flaps as
standard, most of which were options on other makes. The modest performance and strictly
conventional design were offset by excellent fuel economy and a better standard of build. The Y
was sharply criticized by magazines such as Wheels of Australia, which felt that it offered no
true improvement on its predecessor. That was not surprising given that the B platform was
carried over, but used a slightly revised A12 engine. Like some Nissans of this period, it was
considered overstyled. In the South African market the B was assembled locally from December
until , replacing the previous "Datsun ". Both had four-speed transmissions. During the Y-series
received a facelift, which mostly consisted of a retouched front grille. Datsun-Nissan South
Africa also decided to fit the bigger L16 engine. The Y sedan received the new A14 engine, while
the Y station wagon retained the earlier L14 unit. When introduced in the UK, the Y quickly
gained popularity, further strengthening Datsun's position, helping it to gain second place
amongst foreign imports. The car's popularity was helped by high equipment levels for a car of
this size, while also being competitively priced as well as Datsun cars have a reputation for
being reliable, while at the same time UK-manufactured cars were in short supply due to the
regular strikes and stoppages affecting British car plants. British Leyland was particularly hard
hit by these crises, while at the same time several of its model ranges were gaining a reputation
for being unreliable and badly-built. This was the last Sunny sold under the " Datsun " brand in
Japan. They were first introduced in October , going on sale on 21 November in Japan. It was,
however, recognizable as a Nissan house design. At home they only received the new A12A
engine and the slightly larger A14, although the Van continued to receive the earlier, smaller,
A12 engine. The "Excellent" trim package was discontinued as the top level model, and the B
van continued to be built for a little while longer. The "E" denotes multiport fuel injection, an
option offered only in Japan. These models appeared with Datsun Y , Y , Y and Y badges in
some markets reflecting the engine size though Sunny was increasingly used for export, too.
The North American version was marketed as the Datsun The B was known for its high
equipment levels and build quality at the time. It was available with the same A-series engines
as its predecessor although the B's optional series five-speed transmission was replaced with
the more compact and lighter series unit, with a standard gear pattern. It was now beneath the
floor of the trunk, freeing up more space for luggage. In October , the B was given a mild
facelift, with a smoothed off front end, a grille with square headlamps, and a redesigned
dashboard. The vans retained the old design, but their chassis codes unlike the passenger
models changed from to to reflect that they met new emissions standards in place for light
commercials. At the end of November the A12A and A14 engines were replaced by the
marginally larger A13 and A15 versions in the Japanese markets with available fuel injection for
the A At the end of passenger car versions of the B were replaced by the front-wheel drive B11

Sunny, although the Vans continued to be built for a few more years. With the end of passenger
car production in October , the Van models chassis codes was changed and they became the
VB series. In North America, the only wagon offered was the fastback version. In Japan, this
fastback wagon was a special model called the Sunny California , aimed at private buyers unlike
the square-backed 3-and 5-door Sunny Van although for the Japanese market these vans were
always fully glazed and usually had a back seat meant for the long-standing Japanese
commercial wagon market. In most other markets the more traditional two-box wagon was
offered, either alone or alongside the fastback, and some countries where "no rear side glass"
was part of a legal definition of a "light truck" got panelled-in versions of the three-door. The
van versions also differed in that they retained the leaf spring suspension from the B, and in
most markets had a more spartan interior trim with vinyl covered seats. The five-door van was
discontinued in November when the new and even boxier Nissan AD range was introduced. This
model marked the first and only time the "Sunny" name was used in Australia. It was assembled
there by AMI. In most markets, the A12 engine was the only, or most common engine offered.
However Bs in various markets were fitted with the following A-series engines JIS outputs are
for the Japanese market, others indicated :. All other versions excepting the standard 1. The
smallest 1. The continued to be available until April , when it was replaced by the Sentra , a
rebadged version of the B11 Sunny. In Taiwan, Yue Loong continued building the B series until
the s as a lower priced alternative to more modern Sunnys. After another facelift in , it became
the YLN S. The Yue Loong-built Bs were only ever available with the 1. Introduced in late at the
Tokyo Motor Show , the B11s were the first front-wheel-drive Sunnys, predating by a year and a
half the switch to front-wheel drive by their main Toyota Corolla rival, and were exported to the
United States as the Nissan Sentra from the model year onwards. European sales began in May
, with this version of the Sunny going on sale at a time when front-wheel drive was quickly
becoming the most popular layout on family cars in Europe. The B11 series shared its engines
and much of its underpinnings with the Nissan Pulsar N12 which launched around the same
time, effectively providing the hatchback body style in this size class which in the European
market was becoming the widely preferred configuration. The chassis code returned to the
original "B" designation, then added "11" to signify a new start. Most markets received 1. The
fuel injected 1. The installation of a turbo on the top level model enabled Nissan to offer a
performance version without unduly increasing emission tax liability for Japanese buyers, while
offering higher fuel efficiency and lower emissions than a larger, conventionally tuned engine.
The turbo and the diesel were both later additions to the lineup, having been presented in
September A further spin-off from the Sunny line was the Nissan Laurel Spirit in Japanese ,
which was essentially a rebadged and better equipped Sunny sedan designed to capitalize on
the premium image of the larger Nissan Laurel. This was not in any way related to the much
larger "Bluebird Maxima" which was simply just sold as the "Maxima" in the United States. The
"Sunny Maxima" line consisted only of upgrades such as a sunroof, enhanced exterior trim,
only available with a five-speed manual, chrome tailpipe, dual waveband radio meeting United
Kingdom radio authority specifications, and deluxe carpeted floor mats. The B11 Sunny was
originally sold in the United Kingdom in 1. The B11 series was regarded as one of Nissan's most
modern ranges at the time, and was the first to abandon the Datsun name formally though a
small 'Datsun' still appeared on boot lids for the first two years. The wagon was known in its
home market as the "Nissan Sunny California", and Nissan installed the turbocharged engine in
October for Japanese customers only. It was launched in late and continued into After the
succeeding B12 had been presented, the B11 Sunny soldiered on as the "Sunny Y" as a
lower-cost alternative in certain export markets, including Malaysia; production there continued
well into the nineties. While a hatchback version was available for a little while in Japan and
very briefly in North America , this body style was built in comparably small numbers as the
Pulsar generally replaced the hatchback in most markets. The two-door sedan was only sold in
North America, with Sentra badges. The station wagon model remained in production until , as
no estate version of the next generation Sunny was produced. The B11 was sold as the Nissan
Tsuru in Mexico, a nameplate used until when it was discontinued and replaced with the Versa.
It was the first car sold as a Nissan in Mexico. For , the 1. Mexican-made B11s were exported to
other Latin American markets as well. They entered Chile in replacing the Japanese-made
Sunny which had been on sale since , carrying "Sunny" badging. The B11 Sunny was the most
sold car in Chile in and and continued to be available alongside the B12 as well as the B13
Sunnys; these were sold as the "Sentra" and the "V16" so as to separate them in the
marketplace. It was available as a four-door sedan or a five-door wagon, with 1. Taiwanese
Sunnys were fitted with the larger bumpers as used in the North American markets; it is
unknown why this is the case. A five-door station wagon on Sunny basis meant for use as a
delivery van was also introduced. It was also exported to many countries, usually with "Sunny

Van" badging. This line is characterized by its squared-off styling, which was rather
unfashionable by the mids. A four-wheel-drive variant was introduced during this generation. In
October , European markets saw the B11 Sunny replaced by a rebadged N13 Pulsar in
hatchback and saloon form the hatchback replacing the previous N12 Pulsar, which had been
sold as the Cherry in this market. In some markets, such as Greece, the N13 Pulsar retained the
"Cherry" nameplate. When first introduced, Japanese-market Sunnys received 1. In
mid-September , the E15 was replaced by the new GA generation, cleaner and with more power.
Abroad, a few other engine variations were also available, up to a 1. The "Sunny
California"-style fastback was the only B12 wagon; the more upright B11 "Sunny Van"
continued in those markets where it was previously offered. The station wagon continued in its
second generation as the Nissan Wingroad and the commercial AD Van. The 1. This model was
later also exported to Canada where it carried "Sentra" badges. The B12 series Sentra remained
the mainstream C-segment Nissan in North America throughout its run, although the models
available dwindled over the years. It was often used as a taxi and rental car. The B12 was
replaced there by the Pulsar N13 in The Sentra badge was also used in a few other markets
such as the Philippines and New Zealand. In Japan, the Nissan Laurel Spirit continued to be
offered at Nissan Motor Store locations as a Sunny-based companion to the larger, more
luxurious Nissan Laurel , with all-wheel-drive added to the Laurel Spirit's option list. The styling
of the Laurel Spirit drew heavily from the larger Laurel, to further distance it from its more
humble Sunny counterpart, and included the hood ornament from the Laurel to the smaller car.
To help set it apart from its lower-priced brethren, the Laurel Spirit was only available with
four-door bodywork in higher equipment levels, and not with the 1. It was marketed as a
completely different model from the Tsuru Sunny sedan and it was Nissan's sports flagship car
as it was even offered with a low-boost Turbo. The Sunny hatchback and sedan were introduced
with a square appearance, while the RZ-1 was more angular, with a more sharp appearance. The
interior could only accommodate four people, with a black mask between the front headlights,
retaining the strong slant angle, adding blistered front and rear over the wheels, and a wrapped
around window treatment for the rear hatch, that had hit a different personality hatchback and
sedan. The angular approach was also used on the Nissan EXA , which appeared internationally
at the same time, and earlier on the Nissan Leopard. In an unusual move, this was more
powerful than any option available in Japan, where such a model was seen as a possible threat
to sales of the Silvia series. A limited number were also manufactured in South Africa with this
engine. The B13 was introduced in and retained many of the B12's ideas but in a more rounded,
up-to-date body. The car continued in production in Mexico until , where it was sold as "Tsuru",
for domestic and export markets, and is quite popular among cab drivers for its reliability and
low maintenance costs. The Mexican-built Tsuru was exported to Chile and Peru , where it was
sold as the Nissan V16 to distinguish it from the B11 and B12 which were both still available.
The Nissan Sunny California wagon was discontinued and replaced with the Wingroad , a small
family wagon based on the Sunny AD commercial delivery van. In Mexico, the Nissan Tsuru was
until the best-selling car in its category, as it is much bigger and has cheaper maintenance than
its direct competitors: the Pointer and the Chevrolet Chevy C2. The model was available in two
trims; GS 1 base and GS 2. Both trims use a 1. It was discontinued in May , due to the car not
being compliant with new Mexican car safety regulations. A special edition called Buen Camino
was sold to celebrate the end of the Tsuru in Mexico. According to Nissan, there are no plans
for a successor for the Tsuru, with the Versa being sold as a model as its successor. In
Malaysia, known as the Sentra Super Saloon with GA16DE fitted engine with two versions, it is
widely used as a taxi in Genting Highlands, due to its engine durability and fuel efficiency in
such conditions. The B14 Sunny and Sentra appeared in December and were produced until ,
and featured four-wheel-drive variants. Other than Japan, this variant was produced in Karachi ,
Pakistan through a joint venture between Ghandhara Nissan and Nissan Japan till for the local
and export markets. The Nissan Wingroad range appeared as a spin-off of the Sunny line in
Japan, denoting a highly specified station wagon that replaced the Nissan Sunny California.
Both the Familia and the Wingroad had different front and rear ends compared to the wagon
that was exported. The luxury version of the Sunny, called the Presea , continued to be offered
at Nissan Motor Store Japanese dealerships. Nissan Mexico sold versions of this as the Sentra
with a 1. Thailand and other selected Asian countries had this model of B14 from until with a
few minor changes along the way. The two variants of engines is 1. All models were equipped
with Multi-link Beam Suspension for the rear. All shared their front-end appearance, front-drive
chassis, dashboard, and many dimensions with the Sentra and Japanese-market Lucino. The
SE-R inherited the horsepower 2. All three came with a 5-speed manual transmission or 4-speed
automatic , and were equipped with dual airbags. The Sunny was produced up to the B15 series,
from October to the end of A facelifted Sunny was launched in May In Japan, the B15 Sunny

was offered with 1. While in North America, the B15 Sentra was offered with 1. The Wingroad
station wagon and the badge engineered Mazda Familia Van 1. A facelift for the Wingroad in
gave it a new front end, though the rear was retained. The two door sedan was discontinued
internationally. It was replaced by the Nissan Almera N15 in , which was itself a rebadged
version of the Nissan Pulsar N15 series. Sales began in It is also sold in the Indian and many
Middle Eastern markets under the same name. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car
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Executive car. Cedric Fairlady SPL Sports SPL Sports SRL Truck Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Nissan Rogue owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. The problem occurs in the winter and corrects itself
in warm weather. Out of warranty cost to much to repair. I had same problem with a model
Altima, and a Altima". Known issue with Nissan. Waiting for an update for the head unit".
Dealership replaced it under warranty. The map software is inaccurate. The display is not high
resolution and not bright enough.. The POI's are genereic no commercial logs restaurant cross
knifie and folk instead of arches or corporate logo. No on screen turn by turn list showing
interstate exits, services rest areas. The whole user interface is non intuitive. Radio presets are
small numbered square graphic pads. You don;t know what station you programmed until you
press the button. All distractions when you are taking a long range trip and you have to take
your eyes off of the road. You have to work around the problem". System doesn't allow any

changes when vehicle is moving, even with a passenger in the front seat to operate the system.
There is no way to predict when this will occur or how". If you don't remember the channel you
programmed you won't know until you press a button. User graphical interface is terrible.
Finally was fixed after multiple attempts. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,
leaks. Driven to dealer next morning who spoke to corprate and computer update applied. No
problem since. I was worried that the car behind me could stop in time, the sensor was replaced
by the dealer". The system has misidentified auto braking scenarios. We received a recall and
had it fixed. The notice said if that happened to me, I should bring in the vehicle for a software
upgrade to prevent it from happening again. I would assume that is a potentially serious risk, as
if the brakes engage when you are travelling 65 mph on a highway and pass under an overpass
and the brakes lock that could result in a serious accident. Seems like there should be a recall
of all such vehicles, not only if the brakes activated and you were lucky enough to survive. The
dealer cannot fix it saysall test come out ok, and no codes stored also says To accurately test it
would be a risk to life and limb. The had the car on two different occasions and failed to fix it.
They t ell me its the same sensors used in the intelligent cruise control which works fine and
stops like it should. I find it hard to comprehend a company like that not being able to repair a
system they design and install on vehicles. Possibly it in not on my vehicle as also the
pedestrian detection system is not functioning either. Nissan dealer took this seriously and
checked calibration but could find nothing wrong. It happened again in about the same place.
Something about the garage lighting or environment seems to trigger the system. My dealer is
aware of the problem but no fix as of yet. This was a known problem. Nissan had a fix for it if
you complained about it. I believe window was removed resealed during installation. Sounds
like it is inside the vehicle. Dealer found that a clip was missing that allowed parts to vibrate.
The problem was resolved in 5 minutes". To Canada the noise becomes irritating. Better design
would fix the problem. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior
trim or moldings, rust. I had to tape it down to keep it from waving in the wind. The dealer
replaced the knee bolster and the fit did not improve, the dealer then replaced a second trim
piece that was attached to the knee bolster but again it did not resolve the problem. There is still
a large open gap in the dash that is not supposed to be there". The dealer said it is from metal
flakes from brakes. I don't buy that, no other car I have owned had this issue. Problem unknown
at this time". Dealer replaced all and battery as well. It shouldn't have happen.! I picked up the
car in November Parked it in my driveway with my other car, endured 3 months of snowy
weather, then heater fan stopped working. Took it to Nissan, said they would take care of it only
to call me back to tell me there was a nest of mice in the blower. I have parked my cars in my
driveway for almost 20 years with no issues and all of a sudden I have a problem three months
after I get this vehicle after a winter of very cold and very snowy weather. If there was a nest BIG
if , it probably occurred while in their possession prior to my purchase, or it was a scam to
charge me for repairs that should have been covered by warranty. Also, car was slowly leaking
oil from engine gasket. I took it to dealership and their mechanic had apparently cleaned the
leak, and tightened the bolts, but told me there was no leak, as they had cleaned the leak. Again,
dishonest dealership. After that it works intermittently. Service repairman was unable to identify
the cause. At least for now, I do not want to incur the cost of a new climate control system. The
problem was resolved by the dealership, under warranty. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Took it to the dealership and thankfully it was repaired under warranty at no cost to
me". Dealership fixed an issue with the steering connection. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Soon after we got back it was noticed". Car did have miles on it. Dealer put in new brake fluid
and charged me but that did not help much". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. The dealer agree there was an issue, but Nissan refused to do
anything about it. Nissan fixed it under warranty, no problems since". Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Key fob doesn't communicate with vehicle
causing us to have to use the backup physical key to open the door, and to use the backup NFC
to start the car. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or

security system. In shop now nissan engineer is working on the problem". Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now
to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Rogue Change Vehicle. And it now ranks among
the better small SUVs. The new Rogue has grown larger and more accommodating; it has a
spacious cabin, easy access, and plenty of room in the rear seat. There are 2 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. I had same problem with a model Altima, and a Altima" Scott N. I was worried
that the car behind me could stop in time, the sensor was replaced by the dealer" Phil D. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "The chrome trim above the front door window on the driver's side,
came lose and was protruding out. Shocks or struts "struts are making grinding noise
whenever I turn my wheels. Calipers "Drove it miles on vacation. Dealer put in new brake fluid
and charged me but that did not help much" Scott N. Torque converter "The torque converter
causes excessive vibration at coasting speeds. Keyless entry "System never recognized the
key. Engine computer "Still they are trying to figure it put" Edward D. In shop now nissan
engineer is working on the problem" Edward D. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar
Cars. Acura RDX. Audi Q5. BMW X3. Buick Envision. Cadillac XT5. Ford Escape. Honda CR-V.
Hyundai Tucson. Infiniti QX Jeep Cherokee. Kia Sportage. Lexus NX. Lincoln MKC. Mazda CX
Mercedes-Benz GLC. Nissan Rogue. Porsche Macan. Subaru Forester. Toyota RAV4.
Volkswagen Tiguan. Volvo XC This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems
overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems
reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. The insufficient welds can increase the risk of
injury to the occupants in the event of a crash. Read Recall Details. Nissan North America, Inc.
Nissan is recalling certain Nissan Rogue vehicles. The recliner joints on the lower seat frame for
the rear seats may have improper welds. What should you do:. Nissan will notify owners, and
dealers will inspect the seat frames and replace any defective lower seat frames, free of charge.
The recall began December 6, Owners may contact Nissan customer service at Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the passenger frontal air bag does not deploy
as intended in the event of a crash, the passenger is at an increased risk of injury. In these
vehicles, the front seat passenger Occupant Classification System OCS may incorrectly classify
an adult passenger as a child or classify the seat as empty despite it being occupied. As a
result, the passenger frontal air bag may be turned off and not deploy in the event of a crash.
Nissan will notify their owners. Chevrolet City Express owners will be notified by General
Motors. Interim notices were sent to owners on May 31, Owners will receive a second notice
when remedy parts become available. Owners may contact Nissan customer service at , Infiniti
customer service at or Chevrolet customer service at Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls.
Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. Stamped sheet metal is sturdy, but still pliable enough for
engineers to work with. The sheet metal body works to give your car its structural integrity and
its unique, eye-fetching looks. This weakens the panels and turns your once-beautiful car into
an eyesore. Rusted trunk panels can eventually rot out and make your trunk much less effective
at holding your stuff. These are made of stamped steel, just like the ones made available to
body shops. Can I replace the sheet metal parts myself? In some cases, like with body trim
pieces, you might be able to install the new part with rivets or adhesive. Most of the time,
though, you will have to weld on the new part. Otherwise, you should probably leave body
repair to the professionals. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of

how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close
the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Body Panels. What year is your Year. Shop by Part. Free
Same Day Shipping. View: 13 5 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Door Corner Reinforcement.
Rocker Panel. Rocker Panel Set. Shock Mount Bracket Repair Kit. Strut Tower Repair Cap. DIY
Solutions. Set Quantity. Paint to Match. Stamped Steel. Filter Results. Part : 1ASMX Add to Cart.
Quantity: Pair view more. Part : 1ABMK Material: Plastic Finish: Paint to Match view more. Part :
1ABFE Out of Stock Notify Me. Part : 1ABPR Body Panels What are the sheet metal parts and
where are they located? Choose the Make of Your Vehicle. Chevrolet Body Panels. Chrysler
Body Panels. Dodge Body Panels. Ford Body Panels. Mazda Body Panels. Mercury Body
Panels. Nissan Body Panels. Plymouth Body Panels. Subaru Body Panels. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Hello, Sign In!
Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied
automatically in your shopping cart! In fact, we carry more body kits than any other company on
Earth! We have more than 40 brands of ground effects including our own line of body kits that
we manufacture in house , and we carry body kits for more than different vehicles! Our store is
full of car body kits and truck body kits, so take a look at our fantastic selection. Select Your
Vehicle. Year Extreme Dimensions. VIS Racing. Duraflex B-Sport Body Kit. Front Bumper. Side
Skirts. Rear Bumper. Full Kit. Duraflex Type U Body Kit. Duraflex V-Speed Body Kit. Duraflex R
Conversion Body Kit. Fenders, Front. Fenders, Rear. Rear Add Ons. Previous 1 2 3 4 Next. Not
able to find what you are looking for? You can make your Mustang look like an in-your-face rally
car with huge foglights and a 'Big Mouth' style front bumper. We get asked these questions all
the time. Answer: Most body kits are either made of fiberglass, poly-urethane, or ABS plastic.
Question: What's the difference between them? Answer: Each has its pros and cons. Take a
look: Fiberglass body kits - These are the most prevalent body kits by far. The main reason is
because they're the most cost-effective to manufacture. Fiberglass body kits are almost all
made by hand, and because of that they don't have the same precision of fitment and finish as,
say, your machine-made CAD-designed factory bumpers do. Also, most fiberglass body kits
won't withstand a fender-bender as well as, for example, poly-urethane body kits. That being
said, paint adheres really well to fiberglass, and fiberglass won't warp even in the most extreme
of weather conditions. Besides that, they're the most affordable type of body kit available. Extra
note: some companies have introduced high-end fiberglass body kits that use a specialty flex
resin that gives bodykit-buyers the best of both worlds: durabilty and affordabilty. An example
of this is the Duraflex brand of body kits, which is probably the most popular-selling line of
body kits we offer. Poly-urethane body kits - Poly-urethane also referred to as simply "urethane"
is a techinical word that basically means "rubber". Urethane body kits are more expensive than
fiberglass ones because they cost a whole lot more to make. The cost to develop a proto-type
and mold for a complete urethane body kit is about 12 times that of a fiberglass body kit.
Urethane body kits are made out of heavy-duty molds and are machine-made, so the precision
of finish is normally solid. Also, urethane body kits can actually withstand small accidents and
stay in tact. There are a few draw backs to urethane body kits though: 1 Paint doesn't adhere to
them particularly well, so it takes extra elbow grease to get them painted properly, 2 They are
prone to warping in extreme weather conditions, so you'd have to consider garaging them at
times depending on where you live, and 3 They cost substantially more than fiberglass body
kits. Many automobile manufactures use ABS plastic to make body panels. ABS plastic body
kits are machine-made. They're easier to paint than poly-urethane body kits, but not quite as
flexible; they are more resemblant of your factory body panels. Like poly-urethane body kits,
ABS plastic body kits are substantially more expensive than fiberglass body kits because they
are so much more capital-intensive to design and create. Answer: It depends on what material
of body kit you want. Below are our votes. Some of the most popular are Mustang ground
effects, Camaro ground effects, and Firebird ground effects. Something else to be aware of is
that there are a lot of different terms that essentially mean the same thing: ground effects, body
kits, ground effects kits, car ground effects, and truck ground effects. Q: What's the difference
between fiberglass and poly-urethane body kits? A: The difference between fiberglass and
poly-urethane body kits is that they are made from different composite materials. Both types of
materials have positive qualities. Urethane is a rubber-type material that is very flexible and will

hold up well in the case of an accident. Urethane is therefore popular for its durability.
Fiberglass body kits in general are less flexible than urethane body kits although this definitely
depends on the manufacturer , but are more resistant to extreme weather conditions.
Additionally, paint adheres very well to fiberglass, so there likely will not be paint problems with
a fiberglass. Finally, fiberglass kits are relatively inexpensive. Both composites are used widely
throughout the world for body kit manufacturing, and each has proven to be very popular. Q: I
see the same style of body kit listed under different brand names. What's the difference? A:
Indeed, you will sometimes see the same exact style of body kit listed under two or more
different brands on our website. In this case, it means that the exact same style is just made by
more than one manufacturer. Each of the body kit manufacturers whose product line we carry is
an elite body kit brand, yet each has its own unique manufacturing process. Read about this
manufacturer section under the detail product listing for each brand to learn more about each.
Also feel free to contact us to ask any other questions you might have. Q: What all do body kits
come with? A: Full kits generally include the front bumper, the side skirts, and the rear bumper.
Look at the body kit description to see exactly what is included. Some kits come with fender
flares, wings spoilers , hoods, or other styling accessories. Q: Are body kits and ground effects
the same thing? A: Yes. Ground effects, body kits, spoiler kits, bumper kits and aero kits are all
terms that mean the exact same thing. Q: What exactly is a body kit? Why buy a body kit? A: A
body kit is essentially a collection of parts that, when installed on your car, modify its
appearance. Most body kits modify the look of the front and rear bumpers and of the rocker
panels on a car. Many body kits consist of custom bumpers that replace your factory bumpers,
while others include lips or fascias that you add to your factory bumpers. Almost all body kits
come with sideskirts that are installed on top of your factory rocker panels. Body kits often
create the look of a lowered vehicle and can give your car an aggressive look, a super-clean
flowing look, or a race car look, to name a few types of styles. Out of all available modifications,
body kits probably make the biggest impact on the appearance of a car. Installing a body kit on
your car will completely change your car's look, and will certainly turn peoples' heads as you
drive down the street! Q: Do you put a body kit on over your factory bumpers, or do you replace
your factory bumpers with a body kit? A: Some body kits come with bumpers that replace your
entire factory bumpers while others come with add-on lips that attach to your existing bumpers.
It all depends on the brand and style of the body kit. Q: Do body kits fit over the existing
bumpers or replace them? A: Most body kits bumpers will require you to remove your original
factory bumper covers and replace them with the ones you've purchased normally you use the
same hardware from your factory bumpers to install the new body kit bumpers. Q: Are body kits
strong enough for a daily driver, or are they just for show cars? A: Body kits are very strong
when installed correctly. Of course, fiberglass can indeed crack if in a fender-bender or if you
hit a curb too hard, but in general they will last you a long time. For an added level of strength,
consider going with a urethane body kit if available for your vehicle. Q: Can I mix and match
body kit components if I don't like a particular part? A: Yes, absolutely! Keep in mind that it's
best to try to stick with one brand, however, as additional shipping charges may be inc
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urred if the parts come from different warehouses. If you have any questions or concerns, just
contact us! Filter Your Results. Body Kits Extreme Dimensions Greddy 7. VIS Racing Duraflex 6.
Fiberglass Full Bumper Replacement Choose Your Vehicle:. Check out this video we made
where we explain exactly what the difference is between fiberglass and poly-urethane body kits.
Watching this will help you to make an informed body kit buying decision. You'll also get a
close-up look at exactly how body kits are made! In this episode of Andy's Auto Sport TV, we
tell you all about lip kits and front bumper lips, showing you how easy it is to add a bunch of
style to your ride. Simply put, your body kit will NOT come painted. Customer Support. Contact
Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts
Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales
Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up.

